
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COLLEGE LEVEL WRITING AND CASUAL

WRITING

The casual writing that you find in blogs and other non-academic sources is different from the essays and writing
assignments you will be faced with upon.

By , the average grew to words. Informal writing, on the other hand, uses descriptive words and is written with
an active voice. Because she is very animated when speaking and this helps her to convey her attitude, I have
created a mini lesson for her that covers writing in different styles. Biologists are writing more informally
these days. For more information, read Nathan's blog posts on cliches and slang. The first paragraph is written
in an informal way. Plus, most have access to technology that allows them to write faster than ever. Most of us
understand that this type of informal language is inappropriate when emailing a cover letter, making a
business pitch, applying for a job, or when introducing yourself to someone of a higher status in the job
industry. Theories on the Increase of Pronouns One theory about why writers are turning to personal pronouns
is to avoid the passive voice. Tip: Keep in mind that once a message is sent, it cannot be taken back. This is a
style in which words are chosen with care. If the work environment is more on the strict corporate side, then
communicate as professionally and as formally as possible. As such, most blogs are written in a casual style.
Informal email The main difference between these two types of emails is that formal writing is straight to the
point, less detailed, and informative sentences are written in a passive tone. Computers allow students to write
faster. Many academic writers mistake a scholarly tone for dull, boring language or a mixture of jargon and
multisyllabic, "intelligent-sounding" words. The second is revised to keep a formal tone: Informal: When I got
my students to think science was wicked cool, their test scores went through the roof! Many scientists
publishing findings are not native English speakers. Perhaps they feel that associating themselves personally
with their findings will lend an air of authority that could prove to be persuasive to the readers. The average
has stayed at about 2 errors per words. In the scientific world, writers are writing less formally than they did in
the past. In fact I would say most of my communication whether with friends, family or co-workers is done
online. In shifting from texting to writing their English papers, college students must become adept at
code-switching, using one form of writing for certain purposes gossiping with friends and another for others
summarizing plots. It is also important to address some of the arguments against your claim. Avoid emotional
language It is heartbreaking that so many are starving. Your writing, at its best. According to APA ,
"arguments should be presented in a noncombative manner" p. Take a look at this example. The most startling
discovery Lunsford and Lunsford made had nothing to do with errors or emojis. It is what the reader or hearer
might perceive as the writer's attitude, bias, or personality. New forms of written communicationâ€”texting,
social media, and emailâ€”are often used instead of spoken onesâ€”phone calls, meetings, and face-to-face
discussions. Dee, you are so good at conveying your emotions when you speak because you are a lively
person. July 10,  And avoid slangs! Teachers these days? A college essay that is too conversational makes it
difficult for admissions officers to take your essay seriously. Your goal should be to convince your instructor
that your thesis has more merit than any opposing arguments suggest. If you are noticing that your boss and
co-workers correspond with you in a causal manner, then it is best to fit in and mimic their tone. This means
that everything you say must be unbiased , scholarly , and supported by evidence. I would like you to rewrite
the paragraph using a casual style. For this reason, it is imperative that you let your college essay help convey
your sincere desire to attend their school. Do you have an interesting story where you accidentally sent the
wrong email to your boss or colleague? Avoid using adverbs really, clearly.


